
A little slide-presentation 

from Kenya 



Just before landing in Kenya 







Equator and Kenya 
is almost synonymous 



Pastor Fred Abungu 
 
"Our man" in Kenya 



Fred and his family at home in their living room 



Faith church 
 
We normally call it: 
Fred's Church 

This is on the outskirts of Nairobi 



Dance in the church 



 
Fred shows us one of the  

classrooms 
 
 

It is Sunday and  
school holiday 



“This keeps not Norwegian standard”  
Thoughts by former principal of Skauen Christian school in Skien, Norway 



Overviews made by their own.  
The learning is not interfered by this. 



Classrooms 1 floor 

Water tank 
 

for WC and 
hand wash 

The school's close neighborhood 



On the way to our school outside Kitale (Joel's school) 

Today it was not too wet and therefore straightforward way 



Pastor Joel Atamu Ojondo and his wife Joyce 
and their lastborn, Birger 



Great with visitors from Norway and Canada 
It's not an everydaything to greet white 



How life in the schoolyard  can look like 



Keeping in line 
Everyone has a little greeting for us. Right now it's Joel's eldest daughter Abigael who greets us 



It was probably a bit more than usual at each school bench today 



Here they show us some of their knowledge 



Staff Room 
with most teachers 





Market on the outskirts of a city 



Some tourists here? 
 

Hand-made jewelry? Or maybe a hat? 



Quiet on the market today 



The smile is always there 



Decent transportation for both 
people and goods 



Kenya is a fertile and beautiful country 

Well with a little help when your arms are tired of cycling 



Masai‘s with their typical blankets 



Masai garden is ideal for drying clothes 



Masai-village 



Safari 

Cozy lions greet us 



A great leopard also walked around our car 



Rhinos 
The third of "The Big Five", buffalo, elephant, rhino, lion and leopard 



There are many both large and small animals to see in the Masai Mara 







Pelicans 
 



Flamingos in thousands 



White sand and warm in both air and water by the Indian Ocean 



Before the sun has broken completely through the morning mist 



Should we build a boarding school up in this hills? 



Over here's where I meant 



Over there you can get cheap land, says Susan, our lawyer 



We are approaching the place I would recommend, 
Fred says. 
We are now about 55 km from the center of Nairobi. 



It looks like this around here 



All three we agreed that this 
is a good place for our project 



Here we will buy 14 acres for our future boarding school (high school) and vocational school 



We look around. 
  This is the place! 



Beautiful 
 

This is Africa, but not so different from Norwegian nature 



 
Thank you for visiting our homepage 

For more information,  
please contact us 


